GPS Watch
User manual

Important Notes, please read carefully:
➢ The company is committed to take technical and management measures to ensure the safety of network information and protect personal information security in accordance with the law according to provisions of laws and regulations of Decision on strengthening the protection of network information, The NPC Standing Committee decision on safeguarding Internet Security and Regulations on the management of Internet electronic bulletin service. Please use this product legally. The company is not responsible for any illegal use of this product.
➢ To ensure safety use of this watch, please make sure it is not associated by any unauthorized person and timely modify the login password of App and web platform.
➢ Due to external factors, the positioning accuracy provided by this device is only for your reference.
➢ There may be information delays caused by telecom operators at certain circumstance. Our company doesn’t assume any loss of user’s personal and property safety caused by the delay.

Main Features:
⚫ 1.44’color touch screen (screen resolution 240*240)
⚫ Waterproof: IP67
⚫ GPS+WIFI+LBS Real-time tracking
⚫ Historical route playback
⚫ Stop counting
⚫ SOS alarm & push button calling
⚫ Vibrate & Ring for incoming call
⚫ Two-way audio communication
⚫ Low battery & SIM card changing alarm

Product Specifications:
⚫ 2G GSM: 850/900/1800/1900MHz
⚫ GPS/Wi-Fi real-time tracking
⚫ GPRS/Wi-Fi: Real-time tracking
⚫ Working temperature: -18℃ ~ +70℃
⚫ Working humidity: 5% ~ 95% RH
⚫ Device host size: 57(L)x39(W) x16(H)mm
⚫ Device host net weight: 31g
⚫ Battery capacity: 450mAh

Accessories:
Watch *1
Magnet charging cable *1
Accessories bag *1
User manual *1

Step 1: Get a new SIM card
1) Get a new Nano SIM card as below instruction.
2) Activate the SIM card’s Cellular data plan and Caller ID display function. (Tracking and sending voice chats need consume data, making phone calls also needs charges.)

Step 2: SIM card installation and recharge
1) Please make sure the watch is powered off before inserting SIM card.
2) Please use the magnet charging cable for battery recharging.

Step 3: Power on/off the watch
1) After SIM card installation, press the small button on the watch right downside for about 3 seconds. Screen light up marks power on.
2) To avoid rescue delay by wrongly operation, the watch can be powered on only by App settings.
3) After power on, press button twice in talking clock function when pressed for 1-2 secs.

Step 4: Details of the watch display interface
Step 5: Install APP by watch Guardian

Download and install GPS tracking APP in guardian’s smartphone via scanning QR code in watch or user manual.

Step 6: Log in APP or web platform

Log in the APP or web platform www.gps123.org with the 10 digits ID No. and default password 123456. (If possess more than one GPS watches, please contact the after-sale servicer for a user account to monitor all.)

Step 7: Set SOS numbers in APP

Find the menu of “Settings”, and set SOS number for urgent calls; Other numbers can be set in “Phone book” settings for daily calls. More APP settings can be found in “FAQ” section of the APP. All settings shall be done when the watch powers on with GSM signal and data available.

Step 8: SOS urgent calls

Press SOS button (on the watch right side) for 3-5 seconds to make calls to the three numbers preset. Ask the user to send alarm by SMS and App notification.

Step 9: Daily phone calls function

1. Make calls to guardian: Slide the screen and find the phone interface, click the number you need to dial and make a call.
2. Pick up calls: Click the green button to pick up a coming call when you find the ringing and vibration notifications. Click the red button to reject the call.

Step 10: Check location in APP

1) After SIM card installation, please make sure signal and data status display right;
2) Guardian can check watch wearer's latest location in APP map. Note: When the watch is indoors, it is usually being located by GSM sensors' signal or WIFI signal, so the accuracy will be poorer than outdoors GPS. Besides, metal or other stuff may block GPS signal so well. Thus sometimes accuracy problem does not belong to quality issue.

Step 11: Voice talk

Guardian can talk with watch wearer directly in App, no need to make a phone call.

Step 12: Check steps

After turning on the step counting on the watch, the steps data will display in APP. It is easy for guardian to check.

Step 13: Low battery alarm

The watch will send SMS and App notification alarm to the guardian for battery recharge when it has low battery.

FAQ

1) There is no signal after SIM card installation.

Check if SIM card's data plan has been activated.
2) Guardian can’t make a phone call.

Please reboot the watch to check.
3) It says “Device is Offline” when saving telephone number in APP.

Please confirm SIM card installed or not. If yes, please check the signal and data status.
4) It says “The number you dial is busy now” when calling the GPS watch.

Make sure the calling No. has been set in App. (To ensure the safety of wearer, only numbers saved via App can make phone calls to the watch.)
5) Sometimes the watch locations are not accurate.

Please check the SIM card’s data plan has been activated.
6) Sometimes GPS signal is too weak.

Try to make the watch wearer go outdoors.
7) Sometimes the watch locations are not accurate.

1) Please take the watch outdoors or under the open sky to get GPS signal;
2) Guardian can enter "Real-time tracking" from APP and track by clicking the refresh button;
3) Change the “Interval time” into 1 minute in urgent situation.

In audio calls, sometimes I get noise, echo or even screech.

1) When the GPS watch make a call, speaker gets cell phone signal disturbing, which causes noise or even screech if there are mobile phone or PC nearby.
2) The GPS watch microphone and speaker are covered by Nano-materials which may cause noise. Turn down the speaker volume to reduce echo.